Press Release
”The Mystery of the Crimson Manor” will be available at Apple’s App Store and Amazon.
• The Mystery of the Crimson Manor will be MediaCity Games first published game for the
Apple iPhone, iPad and Android systems.
• Enter The Mystery of the Crimson Manor, where your puzzle skills will be tested
• The Mystery of the Crimson Manor will be selling in Apple’s App Store and Amazon Web
Site.

Tegucigalpa, Honduras
February 16, 2012
MediaCity Games will release The Mystery of the Crimson Manor a puzzle game where
you will discover and solve the surprising secret behind the mysterious crimson manor.
Explore the old mansion and its surroundings, solving puzzles and discovering its many
intriguing secrets, in one of the best adventure games made for iPhone, iPad & android.
In the mystery of the crimson manor you will find:
Amazing and beatifuel graphics.
Engaging and deep storyline.
Fun and addictive gameplay.
Features:
+Fun, amazing and clever puzzles.
+Many different environments to discover & explore.
+An interactive original & unique storyline.
+Superb level, puzzle and game design.
+High performance even in earlier generations devices.
+High-resolution graphics optimized for retina display.
+Multiple languages, autosave and much more ...
+Also expect new game modes & new features in the free updates.
History:
Strange weather events are happening in town lately, some people blame the eccentric
Mr. Strange, an old scientist who performs strange experiments in his hill manor.

He decides to invite you, the best reporter in town, with the idea of making public its latest
& wonderful discovery, which he describes it as:
"Something so wonderful that will change forever the way we see the world & the very fate
of humanity"
You accept the invitation, but on arriving at the mansion, you can not find anyone, you
sense that something strange is happening there, so you decide to investigate ....
For further information you can visit www.mediacitygames.com . You can also follow us on
www.twitter.com/mediacitygames and our official fan page at facebook
www.facebook.com/mediacitygames
About MediaCity Games:
MediaCity Games is a nation of ideas. A place where technology and professionals create,
design and develop innovative projects to bring them to market.
Games
Apps
and all those kinds of ideas that provide entertainment starting from mobile devices and
tablets.
We are a group of people who also work very hard to create and enjoy what we do.
Our Mision
We are a 100% Honduran industry, which means to create the unthinkable and everything
that can be run from a starting point to the five foundations of our system:
creativity,
Innovation,
commitment
development
learning styles and
new opportunities.
Our Vision
In 2015 will be the first videogame developer from Honduras to the World, contributing not
only in mobile systems and tablets, eventually, with all the support from the fans will create
the first, First Person Shooter Game. It is currently integrated by a team of 24
professionals in software engineering, digital art and music.
For further information and press contacts you can visit www.mediacitygames.com or
email us at mediacitygames@gmail.com
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